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Abstract

A failure model for nuclear graphite is presented in the context of continuum damage mechanics. It relates tractions

to the relative displacements at an interface where cracking may occur. Both the stress-based and fracture-mechanics-

based failure criteria are included in the model to construct a damage surface which shrinks in the stress space as

damage develops. Damage initiation is governed by the stress criterion and full formation of a crack by the fracture-

mechanics criterion. The unified failure model can deal with failure under both regular and singular stress concentration

conditions. Numerical predictions for tension of L-shape and channel-section graphite specimens of different corner

radius, including sharp corner, have been performed. The predicted failure loads are in good agreement with available

experimental data. This indicates that the present failure model is suitable for graphite material.

� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The cores of graphite-moderated, gas-cooled reactors

normally compose of many graphite components joined

together by a system of graphite keys and keyways.

Internal shrinkage and thermal stresses generated during

operation may eventually lead to crack initiation from

the keyway corners, which act as stress concentrations

(singular in the case of sharp corner), and subsequent

crack propagation may cause component failure.

Nuclear graphite is a brittle, polygranular material

that is stronger in bending than in tension and stronger

in compression than in bend [1]. Therefore, as with other

brittle materials, failure of nuclear graphite is not only a

function of component geometry and size but also of

loading mode. For this reason engineers involved in

reactor designs or reactor lifetime extension have had to

rely on full-sized component testing to determine failure

loads. Failure stresses at the keyway corners are esti-
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mated using finite element analysis and are taken as a

measure of the components’ strength. These are subse-

quently modified to account for irradiation effects and

may then be used for life predictions. Unfortunately this

is not practical for the case of sharp corners or in the

case of small radii of similar dimensions to the graphite

grain size. Therefore, at present, in the absence of sat-

isfactory graphite failure model, various approximations

have to be made when predicting time to failure for

various core components.

In existing graphite components, the fillet radius at

the keyway corner varies and can be very small or may

have a faceted shape. Indeed the corner radii may be of a

similar dimension to the granular structure of the

graphite material. Consequently, stress concentration

may vary from regular to singular at the keyway root.

Both experimental and theoretical work has been carried

out to investigate structural integrity issues related to

graphite moderator components. However, at present,

the assessment of the failure of these components is

based on relatively simple approaches, e.g. critical stress

which is defined as the maximum stress at the keyway

root surface when the specimen fails. Such a critical

stress is root radius dependent.
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Many failure models have been developed in the lit-

erature for predicting strength of structures containing

stress concentrations. The strength predictions in the

case of non-singular stress concentrations, generated by

holes or round cornered notches, are usually based on

classical stress-based failure criteria [2–4]. A character-

istic length is proposed in these models. Failure is as-

sumed to occur when the average stresses over the

characteristic length satisfy a maximum-stress failure

criterion. Instead of the average stresses, point stresses

may also be used which are defined as those at a distance

of the characteristic length away from the hole or notch

surface. These criteria strongly depend on the charac-

teristic length itself, which can sometimes be arbitrary or

ambiguous.

Singular stresses may exist at sharp notch tips with

the order of stress singularity depending on the notch

angle. Use has been made of critical stress intensity as a

criterion for fracture initiation at notch tips with a non-

zero angle [5]. It was shown in [5] that, although the

critical stress intensity obtained from the specimens of

four different notch depths varied only slightly, it was

notch-angle dependent. This method may therefore not

be able to predict subsequent crack propagation. If the

notch angle reduces to zero or if there is a pre-existing

crack at the notch tip, the problem becomes that of a

classical crack. Fracture mechanics can then be applied

directly.

The cohesive zone model is often employed to sim-

ulate crack propagation [6,7]. The model relates trac-

tions to the relative displacements at an interface where

a crack may occur. A constitutive law for the tractions

and displacements is employed. There is a maximum

(critical) value for the traction on the constitutive curve.

When the area under the constitutive curve is equal to

the critical fracture energy or when the relative dis-

placement reaches a critical value, the traction is reduced

to zero and free crack surfaces are formed. The inter-

facial potential energy function has also been used to

derive the interfacial constitutive law [8]. Several trac-

tion/displacement curves, e.g. exponential [9], bilinear

[10] and trapezoidal [11] have been employed in the lit-

erature. The cohesive zone model can be easily imple-

mented into an existing FE code via an interface

element.

The cohesive zone model has also been applied to

blunt stress concentration by Smith [12,13]. It is as-

sumed that the stress within the cohesive zone remains

constant at a critical value until the displacement attains

a critical value, then the stress is assumed to fall abruptly

from the critical value to zero. This is similar to the

classical elastic–perfectly plastic traction/displacement

curve used by Dugdale [14] to consider the plastic frac-

ture in steel sheets containing slits.

In this paper, a phenomenological failure model is

presented in the context of continuum damage
mechanics. It is originally developed by Zou et al. [15] to

deal with interfacial delamination in composite lami-

nates. Its application is extended to graphite material in

the present paper. In this failure model, a damage

parameter is employed and the interfacial constitutive

law is expressed as a function of the damage parameter

to take account of the effects of damage. Both the con-

ventional stress-based and fracture-mechanics-based

failure criteria are included in the new failure model to

construct a damage surface. Damage initiates when the

stress-based criterion is first satisfied. As damage

develops, the damage surface shrinks in the stress space,

leading to a softening interfacial constitutive law. A

crack is fully formed when the work done by the trac-

tions meets the fracture-mechanics-based criterion.

The new failure model can be viewed as an extension

or generalisation of the cohesive zone model, in that it

coupled together the effects of mode-I and mode-II

loadings and all the traction/displacement curves men-

tioned above can be derived from the combined stress-

based and fracture-mechanics-based failure criterion.

The failure model was implemented into the com-

mercial finite element code ABAQUS [16] via the user

subroutine user element (UEL). Numerical analysis was

carried out to assess the strength of L-shape and chan-

nel-section graphite specimens. Effect of the root radius,

i.e. from a sharp corner to relatively large radii, on the

failure load was also investigated. Good agreement was

achieved between the predictions and available experi-

mental data. This indicates that the present failure

model is suitable for graphite material. Sensitivity of the

predicted failure loads to the material strength and

fracture energy is also discussed.
2. Model description

An interface is introduced into the continuum solids

at the position where potential crack surfaces may form.

It has no thickness and perfect connection exists across

the interface before damage initiation. As the load level

increases, damage, e.g. micro-cracks, may initiate at the

stress concentration site (e.g. crack or notch tip) and

gradually develop along the interface. This is illustrated

in Fig. 1 schematically. A damage parameter x is

introduced and the interfacial constitutive law is ex-

pressed as functions of the damage parameter to take

account of the effects of damage as follows:

si ¼ k0i ð1� xÞdi ði ¼ 1; 2Þ; ð1Þ

where si are the tractions on the interface, di the relative
displacement components across the interface, and k0i
are constraint stiffnesses of the interface. Subscript 1

indicates the direction normal to the interface, and 2 the

direction along the interface. The damage parameter x
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Fig. 1. Crack, damage process zone and interface.
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is a non-dimensional measure which describes the extent

of damage at a local point on the interface. For instance,

x ¼ 0 indicates no damage and x ¼ 1 signifies a fully

cracked state.

The initial interface stiffnesses k0i act as penalty

parameters to simulate a real connection between two

neighbouring solids before damage initiation. They

should be large enough to provide reasonable connec-

tion but small enough to avoid numerical problems in a

finite element analysis. A reasonable choice for the

interface stiffness is suggested to be as follows [17,18]:

k0i ¼ ksic; k ¼ 105–107 mm�1; ð2Þ

where s1c and s2c are the tensile and shear strengths of

the continuum material.

The damage process in the context of continuum

damage mechanics involves two aspects, the initiation

and growth of damage. The concept of a damage sur-

face, similar to the yield surface in plasticity, has been

introduced for establishing damage evolution laws in

continuum damage mechanics. A damage surface is

therefore constructed as follows:

F ðsi;GiÞ ¼ fsðsiÞ þ fgðGiÞ � 1 ¼ 0; ð3Þ

where fs is a stress-based failure criterion function and fg
a fracture-mechanics-based criterion function, which are

available in the literature for different considerations,

e.g.

fs ¼
s21
s21c

þ s22
s22c

and fg ¼
GI

GIc

þ GII

GIIc

; ð4Þ

while Gic (i ¼ I; II) are the critical values of the indi-

vidual energy release rates Gi (i ¼ I; II) of the material,

with

Gi ¼
Z di

0

si ddi ði ¼ I; II or 1; 2Þ: ð5Þ

Other forms for these failure criteria functions may be

easily included in the model if required.

The damage surface combines both the stress-based

and fracture-mechanics-based failure criteria. Since the

initial stiffnesses of the interface are chosen to be very
large, relative displacements di are negligible in the early

stage of loading, so are Gi and fg as a result. Damage

initiates at an intact interface only if the stress-based

criterion fs ¼ 1 is satisfied. As damage develops, stiffness

of the interface degrades, resulting in quick increment in

di, Gi and fg. The damage surface therefore shrinks in

the stress (interfacial traction) space. Formation of fully

cracked surfaces requires that the fracture-mechanics-

based criterion fg ¼ 1 is also satisfied, leading to a

vanished damage surface in the stress space, i.e. zero

tractions at the interface.

When the damage surface is exceeded, i.e.

F ðsi;GiÞ ¼ fs þ fg � 1 > 0; ð6Þ

then damage initiates or develops. An infinitesimal

change of the damage state at the interface as a result of

an infinitesimal change of tractions requires the satis-

faction of the following equation so that the tractions,

relative displacements and damage parameter remain on

the damage surface, Eq. (3), i.e.

dF ¼
X2

i¼1

oF
osi

dsi

�
þ oF
oGi

dGi

�
¼ 0: ð7Þ

Making use of Eqs. (1), (5) and (7), the incremental

interfacial constitutive law and damage evolution law

can be obtained in terms of incremental relative dis-

placements as [15]

dsi ¼ ð1� xÞk0i ddi � k0i di
X2

j¼1

Cj ddj ð8Þ

and

dx ¼
X2

i¼1

Ci ddi; ð9Þ

respectively, where

Ci ¼
oF
osi

ð1
�

� xÞk0i þ
oF
oGi

si

��X2

j¼1

oF
osj

k0j dj: ð10Þ

When the interfacial stresses are within the damage

surface, i.e.

F ðsi;GiÞ ¼ fs þ fg � 1 < 0; ð11Þ

no damage development can occur, thus

dx ¼ 0 ð12Þ

and the incremental constitutive law becomes

dsi ¼ k0i ð1� xÞddi: ð13Þ

This situation may happen in the case of low stress level

or local unloading.
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Fig. 2. Traction/relative displacement curves based on different

damage surfaces.
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If failure criterion functions fs and fg are expressed in

the forms in Eq. (4), a typical bilinear traction/relative

displacement curve for the single mode case can be ob-

tained, as shown in Fig. 2 (with u ¼ fg). As the relative

displacement increases from zero, the traction increases

linearly. Once the stress-based failure function fs reaches
unity, damage initiates. As relative displacement con-

tinues to increase, damage develops while traction de-

creases. When the fracture mechanics based failure

function fg equals unity, the damage parameter x
reaches unity at the same time. The traction is reduced

to zero and complete crack surfaces are formed.

In general, the damage surface can be constructed

even as follows:

F ðsi;GiÞ ¼ fsðsiÞ þ uðfgÞ � 1 ¼ 0; ð14Þ

where u is a monotonically increasing function of fg
satisfying uð0Þ ¼ 0 and uð1Þ ¼ 1. Fig. 2 shows different

constitutive relationships by choosing different forms of

u for the damage surface. Suppose u ¼ f n
g , then the

bilinear curve is obtained when n ¼ 1. Increasing n re-

duces the shrinkage rate of the damage surface, causing

the traction to decrease very slowly in the early stage

after damage initiation. However, the energy dissipation

rate will increase and the traction decrease quickly in the

later damage state. A trapezoidal curve is thus generated

when n ¼ 10. If n is very large, the �elastic–perfectly
plastic’ curve can be expected. If the sinusoidal function

is adopted, smooth curves are usually produced which

are asymptotic to the displacement axis. These curves

are often found in the literature for the cohesive models.

An interface element was developed to implement

this continuum damage mechanics model into the

commercial finite element code ABAQUS [16] via the

user subroutine user element (UEL). Dual coincident

nodes along the likely crack path are required in the FE

mesh. An interface element connects two solid elements
and shares the nodes at the interface with them. The

relative displacements across the interface at the position

of the dual coincident nodes are simply the relative no-

dal displacements. Detailed formulations for the inter-

face element can be derived in the normal way and will

not be addressed here.
3. Numerical simulation of failure of graphite specimens

Many experiments have been conducted on graphite

materials in previous investigations to simulate the

failure at the keyway root of graphite moderator com-

ponents. Among these, the tension tests on L-shape [19]

and channel-section [20] specimens were analysed using

the present model. Predicted results were compared with

the experiments and parametric studies were also carried

out to investigate some key factors. In this investigation

u ¼ fg, i.e. n ¼ 1, was chosen for the bulk of the anal-

ysis.

In the FE analysis, 2D four-noded plane stress solid

elements, CPS4 in ABAQUS [16], were employed to

model the specimens. The smallest element has a length

of 0.10–0.20 mm along the crack path which covers the

full length of the possible fracture surface, determined

by a preliminary finite element analysis of the positions

of the maximum tensile stress rmax prior to the main

fracture analysis.

3.1. Tension of L-shape specimens

The geometry and loading of the L-shape graphite

specimen is shown in Fig. 3. The specimens were 15 mm

thick. Four corner radii (r ¼ 0, 1, 2 and 4 mm, respec-

tively) were tested. The load was applied through two

metal pins which were inserted in the holes in the spec-

imen. It is obvious that this is a mode-I fracture prob-

lem. The crack will appear at the corner and propagate

along the horizontal broken line since the maximum

principal stress is highest there. Interface elements of a

length around 0.2 mm were created along this path. The

pin was modelled as a rigid body and contact between

the pin and specimen was also considered.

The properties for unirradiated, medium-grained,

nuclear graphite material were used as given below:

E ¼ 10 GPa; m ¼ 0:2; s1c ¼ 33 MPa;

GIc ¼ 200 Jm�2;

where E and m are Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio,

respectively.

To show the stress concentration at the corner, linear

stress analysis was first performed without any consid-

eration of damage. The maximum principal stress along

the interface next to the corner is given in Fig. 4 at the

load level equivalent to the failure load. As expected, a
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Fig. 4. Principal stress along the possible crack path next to the

round corner at Pcr.

Fig. 5. Typical stress distribution and predicted crack around

the corner (r ¼ 2 mm).
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stress singularity was found at the sharp corner (r ¼ 0).

Both the stress concentration and stress gradient de-

crease as the corner radius increases.

However, no stress singularity can exist in the spec-

imen when the damage model is included in the analysis.

The stress cannot exceed the material strength s1c under
the control of the damage surface (failure criterion).

Typical stress distribution around the corner (r ¼ 2 mm)
is shown in Fig. 5 along with the predicted fully cracked

surface. The crosses stand for the nodal positions of the

interface elements. The damage zone covers 4–5 inter-

face elements.

Examination has been made to the predicted damage

at the interface. The damage zone initiates at the corner

surface and spreads into the interior of the specimen.

The damage zone grows in a stable manner prior to the

attainment of the maximum load. Once the fully formed

crack appears at the corner surface, subsequent cata-

strophic crack propagation takes place, resulting in a

sudden load drop. The larger the corner radius is, the

quicker the crack propagates. Although no dynamic

effect is included in the present analysis, the unstable

crack propagation can be estimated from a sudden load

drop in the load/displacement curve or the slow solution

convergence rate.

The load/displacement (between two pins) curves are

given in Fig. 6. As can be seen, the predicted curves are

similar in shape to the experimental trace. There is ini-

tially a mainly elastic, linear rise up to a peak for the

load, followed by a sudden drop caused by the unstable

rapid crack propagation. Further displacement results in

a gradual decrease in the load. The peak loads on these

curves are apparently the failure loads of the specimens.

The specimen with a small corner radius has a complete

curve, because the maximum applied load is at a rela-

tively low level and crack propagation speed is relatively

slow during the unstable propagation period. During

each displacement increment, very small in size, only a

few interface elements break down and a converged

solution can be reached. For the specimen with a large

corner radius, the load level for damage initiation and

formation of a full crack is much higher. Once the fully

formed crack appears, it will grow much quicker and

many interface elements break down in one increment.
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Fig. 6. Load/displacement curves for L-shape specimens.
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Usually, no solution convergence can be achieved in this

case.

Fig. 7 shows the comparisons between the predicted

failure loads and the experimental results. The FE pre-

dictions are in good agreement with the experiments,

except for the specimens with a corner radius of 1 mm.

However, the prediction is still close to the lower bound

of the experimental range. The sharper the corner, the

severer the stress concentration and the lower the failure

loads. The overall trend shows that the failure load in-

creases as the corner radius becomes larger, showing an

almost linear relationship between them in the given

range.

A study of mesh effect on the prediction was per-

formed on the four specimens. Two element sizes,

around 0.2 and 0.1 mm respectively, were employed

along the crack path. The relative differences between

the predicted failure loads were less than 0.3 percent.

Convergence has thus been achieved for these speci-

mens.
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Fig. 7. Failure loads of the L-shaped specimens.
To investigate the effect of possible initial flaw at the

corner, an initial crack was assumed in the specimens

and the failure analysis was repeated. The relationship

between the predicted failure load (Pcr) and initial crack

tip position (x) is given in Fig. 8, with all curves starting

with a zero initial crack length and x ¼ 0 being the po-

sition of the sharp corner root. An initial crack at the

corner of a large radius significantly reduces the failure

load. With the same crack tip position x in the specimen

plane and x < 0, the larger the corner radius, and hence

the longer the initial crack, the lower the failure load as a

result. However, it is interesting to notice that the effect

of the round corner almost vanishes once the initial

crack reaches the position where the sharp corner root

is. Consequently, a sharp corner is equivalent to an

initial crack at a round corner with its tip at the sharp

corner root position. These results also suggest that no

initial flaws greater than 1 mm in length could have

existed in the specimens tested. Otherwise, much smaller

differences in the failure loads would have been found in

the experiments.

The effects of the material strength and critical energy

release rate on the failure load of the specimens were

also investigated. Failure loads increase almost linearly

with the increase of material strength and critical energy

release rate, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, with the rate of

increase of the failure load of the specimens depending

on the corner radius. Material strength has more effect

on the specimens with a larger corner radius while the

critical energy release rate has more effect on the speci-

mens with small corner radii, especially the sharp corner.

The sensitivity of the failure load to changes in the

material strength and critical energy release rate for

different corner radii is discussed further in the next sub-

section.
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the round corner.
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Fig. 11. Dimensions (mm) and loading of the channel-section

specimen (10 mm thick) and assumed crack path (h is angle of

maximum circumferential stress).

Table 1

Cracking angle for the channel sections

r (mm) 0 1 2 4 8

h (�) 36 31.5 27 22.5 16.25
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3.2. Failure of the channel-section specimens

The channel-section specimen shown in Fig. 11 can

be considered as a typical part around a keyway in a real

moderator brick slice. The thickness of the specimens

was 10 mm and keyway corner radius r ¼ 0, 1, 2, 4, 8

mm, respectively.

Due to the free surface at the corner, the maximum

principal stress is in the local circumferential direction,

the other two stress components, i.e. shear stress and the

direct stress normal to the surface, vanish or are negli-

gible near the corner surface. Cracking at the corner is

mainly a mode I fracture problem. It is therefore as-

sumed that crack initiates at the position of maximum

circumferential stress around the corner and propagate

along the local radial direction. The assumed crack path

is shown in Fig. 11, marked by the broken line. A linear

stress analysis was carried out first to determine the

position of the maximum circumferential stress around
the corner. The initial cracking angles (h) for the dif-

ferent corner radii are given in Table 1. Interface ele-

ments were generated along this path in the FE model.

Having a prescribed crack path meant that the cracking

may not be a pure mode I problem away from the corner

surface, effect of the minor mode-II component was

considered through Eq. (4). Lacking in data, it was as-

sumed that s2c ¼ s1c ¼ 33 MPa and GIIc ¼ GIc ¼ 200

Jm�2. An alternative approach has been adopted by Xu

and Needleman [9]. In their work, interface elements

were generated between all the neighbouring solid ele-

ments. The path of cracking can thus be predicted

automatically by the model. However, a huge number of

elements is required since the size of interface elements is

very small. It is very computationally expensive, so this

approach was not employed in the present analysis.

Similar to the L-shape specimens, crack propagation

in the channel-section specimen is also unstable. Once a

crack is fully formed at the corner surface, it grows all

the way through the specimen with the applied load

dropping rapidly. The predicted load/displacement

curves are similar to those of the L-shape specimens and

no longer presented here. It was, however, more difficult

to fully capture the rapid load drop on the load/dis-

placement curves for channel-section specimens than for

the L-shaped specimens.

Fig. 12 shows the comparisons between the predicted

failure load and experimental results. As can be seen, the

FE predictions are in good agreement with the experi-

ments. Once again, the overall trend from both the

experiments and predictions shows an almost linear
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relationship between the failure load and the corner

radius in the given range.

The effect of corner radius on the sensitivity of

specimen failure load to material strength and critical

energy release rate is given in Fig. 13. In general, energy

release rate is in proportion to the square of the applied

load. Therefore, increase in the critical energy release

rate is chosen to be twice that in material strength to

make the predictions comparable. As the corner radius

gets larger, failure load tends to be governed by the

material strength and the critical energy release rate has

little effect on it. This is consistent with the conventional

strength theories, since stress concentration and stress

gradient at the corner are low in such a case. For sharp-

corner specimens, failure strength is mainly controlled

by the critical energy release rate. However, the material

strength still has a minor effect on the failure load, be-

cause it governs the damage initiation and affects the

damage zone size.
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As mentioned in Section 1, several types of consti-

tutive law have been used for the cohesive zone model in

the literature. In this work, the bilinear curve (n ¼ 1) in

Fig. 2 has been used for all the analysis so far. To

demonstrate the effect of different constitutive laws on

the predictions, the �elastic–perfectly plastic’ curve

(n ! 1) was adopted to re-analyse the failure of chan-

nel-section specimens. The predictions are shown in Fig.

14, together with the experiments and those predicted by

the bilinear law. Significant increase, around 20 percent,

has been found in the predicted failure loads. When the

�elastic–perfectly plastic’ curve is employed, the traction

in the damage zone remains at a high level after damage

initiation. This makes the damage zone much harder to

open. Failure load is thus raised.

The above observation seems to be consistent with

the general view that the bilinear curve would be more

suitable for brittle materials, while the �elastic–perfectly
plastic’ curve would be more suitable for ductile mate-

rials. However, it should be pointed out that the mate-

rial strength used in this work was derived from bend

tests which tend to give a higher value than that from

simple tension. Taking this into account would mean

that the predictions based on the �elastic–perfectly
plastic’ curve were more representative. Further work is

therefore required to establish which failure function is

more suitable for nuclear graphite. Moreover, the choice

of these functions for the constitutive law for irradiated

graphite is likely to be different from that for unirradi-

ated graphite. This topic is at present the subject of

further investigation.
4. Conclusions

A failure model for nuclear graphite material, based

on continuum damage mechanics, has been presented in

this paper. Both the conventional stress-based and

fracture-mechanics-based failure criteria are combined
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into a single failure criterion. The model can predict

crack initiation and propagation for structures under

both regular and singular stress concentrations.

The numerical simulation and subsequent compari-

son with experiments on L-shape and channel-section

specimens indicate that this failure model can be applied

to graphite material. Although the model has to have a

predefined crack path, this can be done satisfactorily

with the performance of a linear stress analysis before-

hand. Nuclear graphite appears to fail under the maxi-

mum principal stress, i.e. mode I failure. The linear

stress analysis should therefore be performed to find out

the location and direction of the maximum principal

stress, which then allows the likely cracking site and

crack growth path be introduced into the FE mesh.
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